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Having to follow John Hope Franklin is a profound honor and a terrifying prospect. Right now the terror 
seems to dominate. Despite that, my thanks to all of our hosts, and my congratulations to the Southern 
Historical Collection. 
I understand my job this evening to be the voice of The Future, to talk about what kind of possibilities 
might lie before us in the Archives of Tomorrow. This is an even more speculative task than figuring out 
the past, so in one sense I should be happy that the usual standards of documentation cannot apply. 
It’s hard to find the right language, just the right amount of enthusiasm for things that might never come 
to pass, just the right amount of wariness about the dangers of what might lie ahead. I think it would be 
fitting for me tonight to err on the side of enthusiasm, and I’m not sure I can help it in any case. I 
remember lecturing in Cambridge, Massachusetts, one time and at the end of my talk an older historian 
from New England came up to me and said, “I do believe I detect an evangelical background.” Don’t be 
alarmed, though: there will be no altar call, no matter how worked up I get about this stuff. 
I came to the SHC in the summer of 1984 to begin the research on a book about the South after 
Reconstruction. My first book had just come out, and I was eager to define a new project in time for my 
tenure review. I had no idea of what the argument of the new book might be, just a notion that there 
must be something new to say about the New South. 
I decided that the best way to begin would be to come to the shrine of southern history here in Chapel 
Hill and just dig in. From there, I would spend the rest of the summer driving to other archives in my 
$400 1974 Plymouth Satellite, a car roughly the size of this room sporting a butterscotch-colored vinyl 
roof, a matching vinyl interior, a busted air conditioner, and a bashed-in side that I rather pathetically 
covered over with Bondo and a can of spray paint. As my wife kindly pointed out, my handiwork made it 
appear that the Plymouth was melting. 
I signed up for several weeks of living in a UNC dormitory—McIver Hall. It was the summer of the Mary 
Lou Retton and Florence Griffith Joyner Olympics, so in the evenings I gathered with the other strays 
living in the dorm’s lounge to watch the events. I ran into John Shelton Reed in a cafeteria line one day 
at lunch and introduced myself. He’d never heard of me, of course, but we are from the same 
hometown and so I used that to open the conversation. After extensive efforts, we discovered that we 
were not kin in any way that we could tell, though my wife’s sister went to high school with John’s sister 
and we decided that was bond enough. With characteristic generosity, John and Dale invited me over to 
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their house for barbecue, which we enjoyed while watching other people physically exert themselves on 
our nation’s behalf. 
During the day, I was watching the New South unfold before me. I began at the SHC by telling the kind 
people there that I would like to see all of their collections from the 1890s, whatever they might be, 
however heterogeneous and apparently useless they might appear. They kindly obliged my daffy request. 
As I worked through the collections I kept being surprised by the things I stumbled across. Here were 
football programs, mail order receipts, diary entries about entire trainloads of black Carolinians pulling 
up stakes to move to Mississippi, photo albums, dirty jokes, and other kinds of things I had not 
expected. I knew to look for Populism, of course, and segregation, but I didn’t know what to do with all 
these other kind of anomalous documents, documents that showed that these black and white 
Southerners were living fully in the flux of time in the American Gilded Age. 
As I left Chapel Hill and headed to Motel 6’s in Atlanta, Tuscaloosa, Nashville, Columbia, Austin, and 
other places, the richness of the archive at the SHC haunted me like the account books haunted Ike 
McCaslin in “The Bear.” When, eight years later, I finally finished that book on the New South, I found 
that the whole thing was devoted to trying to convey as much as possible the texture of the lives I’d 
found in “the Southern.” 
And when I thought about what I would tackle next I decided to try in a different way to recreate that 
sense of archival discovery for people who didn’t have the good fortune to come to this little piece of 
heaven. Back in 1991 I thought up a digital project, the working description of which was “every piece of 
evidence about every person who lived in two communities in the Great Valley of Virginia and 
Pennsylvania during the coming, fighting, and aftermath of the Civil War.” We struggled to make our 
own little archive, to digitize newspapers, letters, diaries, photographs, military records, census records, 
and the like so that anyone, anywhere in the world, regardless of credential or age or background, could 
feel the rush of making connections, of finding patterns, that I’d known sitting in this building in that 
summer of 1984. It’s been a long project, and required many hands, eyes, and brains, but we’re almost 
done with it now. Millions of people have visited that archive. Along the way, I wrote a book out of it, 
entirely off the computer screen, and worked with my friend Will Thomas to write for the American 
Historical Review what we called a “native digital scholarly article” on “the differences slavery made.” It 
was a devil of an article, 300 pages long if it had been on pages instead of screens, with all kinds of stuff 
from that digital archive. 
The SHC, in the meantime, was creating the rich Documenting the American South collection, with its 
works of literature, slave narratives, oral histories, and folklore of the work done here. 
Between my first prolonged visit to UNC and this one twenty years later, in fact, a revolution has taken 
place in archives around the world. Our digital libraries are full of digital images of documents and other 
materials, all categorized and lined up. We’ve heard digital materials invoked a number of times today, 
and they are already being taken for granted. People can see some of their potential, but we have only 
begun to tap those possibilities. We have seeded the fields but barely begun the harvest. The digital 
sources we’ve created up to this point are digital enough to travel easily but not digital enough to do the 
work we really want them to do. By and large, we’ve merely taken their picture, supplied a 
transcription, and set them in front of folks. Using a digital archive right now is a lot like using real 
documents: you browse or search, get a list, then pick each one up virtually. 
People are working on tools that will let us explore our new archives in more fluid and dynamic ways, 
will let us see patterns we could not see otherwise. We will need immense scale and potent processing 
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speed for the archives to get to the next stage. And we’ll have to find ways to channel all that power 
into human purpose and scale so that that the power and size itself don’t become the point. 
Librarians today, as in the past, are ahead of scholars. They have always built more than scholars can 
anticipate. Libraries are over-engineered and over-stocked, for we cannot know what will turn out to be 
useful. Who could have known that Southern historians would have become fascinated by account 
books of obscure general stores, by the diaries of cranky and eccentric old men and women, by the five 
letters of some young soldier who never lived to see his twentieth birthday, by criminal records? 
Librarians and archivists, including a number in this room, have certainly done their part and are now 
hoping the historians will figure out how to use the powerful tools they’ve built. Are we up to the task? 
In fact, what IS the task? 
I know we’re tired, but just one bit of heavy lifting before we stop all this talking and get to more tactile 
kinds of celebrations. Here are some things I think historians and archivists might work on together in 
The Future. 
History is valuable because it lets us think about change. Our great ally in this effort is the narrative, the 
way humans imagine, model, contain, and predict change. Narrative is our ally because it provides us 
with wonderfully flexible, nuanced, compelling, and humane ways of understanding change. Most people 
reflexively imagine history as stories—stories in books, stories in memories, stories in the archives 
waiting to be told. 
Telling stories is great and will always be the preferred method in history, I imagine. We need those 
stories too badly in too many ways to let them go. When I wrote a book from a digital archive that we 
had created at such great labor, I used it to tell stories. And that was satisfying. 
But history is not simply those stories; rather, history is all the information we possess about all the 
days before today. We weave the information into stories almost reflexively, but part of the historian’s 
job should be to account for as much of the meaning and as many of the patterns in information as we 
can. 
There are limitless ways to use the information, but we tend to limit ourselves to a few ways of dealing 
with it, ways created in a situation of scarcity when we had to make sense of a few pieces of evidence. 
Now the situation is reversed: we have a surfeit of information and it is growing exponentially. 
The process of acknowledging the intricacy of the past is well underway. Over the last century, history 
has developed one new layer of inclusivity and complexity after another, each of them using new 
sources and new ways of looking at old sources. The New History of the 1920s, the Annales School, the 
New Social History, the New Quantitative History, the New Women’s History, the history of popular 
culture, of the environment, of media—none of these innovations have displaced other and older 
specialties. It all keeps adding up, and Southern history has expanded its cast of characters and subjects 
as much as any historiography. Every talk we’ve heard has been about one facet or another of that 
expansion. And now the on-going digital revolution in the archives has given us the potential to explore 
far more than we ever could before. 
Archives are all we have of the worlds we have lost. We need to get everything from them that we can, 
for the sake of the humanity of the people we study and thus our own humanity. We need new 
strategies to write more democratic history, to capture as much detail and nuance and depth about as 
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many people in the past as we can. That’s what many of the talks yesterday and today have been 
about—from the conversations of Ed Baptist to the co-telling of Steve Stowe; from the stories of liberty 
Thavolia Glymph told to the piles of really good stuff Bill Blair extolled; from the evidence of hidden 
stories Tera Hunter ingeniously extracted to the letters from newly literate freedpeople that surprised 
Steve Hahn; from the deliberately hidden transcripts of Scottsboro Dan Carter finagled his way into to 
the bundles of frozen documents in Moscow that Glenda Gilmore tracked down; from the oral histories 
Pat Sullivan is helping to record to the archive of tapes from the 1970s that Waldo Martin is helping to 
preserve to the stories of a would-be lynching that Tim Tyson is unraveling. 
All of these sources could do well in digital archives. All of the heartening quest for inclusivity that drives 
our common passion can be amplified by the new means we suddenly possess. 
Computers have not always been our allies in this quest. Back in the 1970s, when historians were first 
really entranced by the possibilities of the new machine, we used computers to flatten history, to 
concoct specious indices of the whipping of slaves, to insist on the rationality of the system of bondage. 
Later, we sought to tame lynching to coefficients of cotton prices and reduce complicated politics to 
regressions. 
We have learned from those mistakes. Our goal now is to amplify the complexities and particularities of 
the human record, not cancel them out for the sake of statistical symmetry. 
So questions loom before historians early in the twenty-first century. Will we be able to tap the new 
libraries to gain a deeper understanding of the patterns of complexity in the life of the past? And can we 
do so without losing the humane focus on the individual and the event that distinguishes our ancient 
discipline? Will we be able to trace intricacies we have never been able to trace before, to find subtleties 
otherwise invisible? As you may have guessed, I think the answer is yes. 
We have vast amounts of geographic information just sitting there waiting to be tapped. New kinds of 
maps based on that geographic information could help clarify every kind of history. Everything from the 
tiniest slice of microhistory to sweeping global networks, after all, take place in space as well as time. 
On screens, we could see processes that are impossible to describe in words alone: simultaneity, 
interaction, multiplicity. Dynamic maps could let us trace individuals and families across the face of the 
South, the nation, and the world. They could let us see politics, economics, and cultural life in new 
patterns. They could let us write new kinds of narratives, tell new kinds of stories, include more people 
and more facets of their lives. 
Other possibilities of visualization are within our reach. Already, people are creating three-dimensional 
models of lost buildings and lost landscapes. Thanks to the survival of architectural drawings and the 
work of archaeologists we can recreate enormously detailed and accurate models of everything from 
prehistoric structures to the Roman Coliseum to the Crystal Palace. Surely a form of scholarship will 
emerge to analyze those virtual structures in ways that will reveal dimensions to the past we’ve never 
considered. What would we give to see Charleston in 1800 or New Orleans in 1860 or Atlanta in 1900? 
To walk through a plantation in 1850 or a lumber camp in 1910 or an African American community in 
1950? And what would we give to see all those places from the profoundly different viewpoints of the 
enslaved and the free, the female and the male, the rich and the poor? We could. 
We could model historical change in new kinds of genealogies, chronologies, maps of time, and webs of 
social relations, visualizing what we try so hard to describe in words. There are humane and fascinating 
ways to picture the past, in other words, ways that we have barely tried. 
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Archives are to historians what nature is to science. And like nature, archives are living things. They 
grow and change and sometimes die. They hold secrets for a long time and often give up those secrets 
reluctantly. They are not just rows of discrete boxes but are complex organisms in which the life occurs 
in the connections. 
There are untold treasures of the Southern past out there right now. eBay is opening shoeboxes and 
creaky photo albums even as we speak. Radio and television stations are discovering their vaults and the 
acetate that is burning up inside. Blogs and photo albums are being saved in snap shots of the web. The 
entire South is an archive that we have barely begun to explore. 
Digital archives have some real advantages. First of all, a digital object can be in more than one place at 
once. HBCU’s and HWCU’s, small archives and large, even individuals and institutions, can collaborate. 
People can keep the original and share the copy. 
A digital archive breaks down barriers between the visual and the verbal, the academic and the public, 
the local and the regional, national and transnational. 
A digital archive can greatly expand the circle of our conversation. It takes the past into homes, schools, 
and public libraries. There is still a digital divide, but it is not nearly so wide as the divide that keeps 
people from coming into our bricks-and-mortar archives. 
A digital archive can help bring excitement and funding for archives they would not get otherwise. 
Digitization brings documents to light that otherwise would remain hidden. 
I’m not celebrating technology. I’m celebrating archives and what they can do. Fitz Brundage asked how 
we can expect young scholars to think, to imagine, in expansive ways in this time of lowered 
expectations and disheartening trends. I know from talking to them that many young people see new 
possibilities in digital history that we older folks cannot imagine, cannot dream. 
Obviously, this new technology is no panacea and it brings its own dangers and limitations and delusions. 
Every archive does, as we’ve seen this weekend. 
We are participating in the same adventure J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton began when he traveled the 
South, saving those pieces of the past, tied up in ribbons, nestled in envelopes, traced with thin lines of 
brown. He called his quest “the eternal, ceaseless quest for truth.” The limits of the truth he gathered 
are painful and clear to us now, but that shouldn’t stop us from pursuing our own quest for a more 
democratic and humane kind of truth. There is no limit to the archives we can build, the history we can 
write, or the stories we can tell. 
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